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CSONGRÁD NAGYRÉTI
NATURE CONSERVATION AREA
Our town- the town of rivers and
trees – is situated at the meeting
point of two rivers, the Tisza and
the Körös. The nearby oxbow lakes,
floodplain forests, and lowland
plains wait for the visitors with their
rich natural resources.

The Csongrád Nagyréti Nature
Conservation Area may be reached
from Csongrád by going across the
wooden bridge, otherwise known
as the pontoon bridge. The bridge
is the best place during the evening
hours at the end of June to observe
the swarming of the may-flies.
The 806 hectare large Csongrád
NAGYRÉTI NATURE CONSERVATION
AREA is located in the Southern
Tisza Valley in the so-called Körös
Hollow. It is surrounded by the Tisza
for 10 km to the South and
the Körös for 5 km
to the East.
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The Csongrád Municipal Association
of Environment and Nature
Conservationists have so far
discovered 129 protected animal
and plant species in this area. Of the
protected species 95 are birds – and
19 of them are highly protected (blackcrowned night heron, Eurasian bittern,
little egret, great egret, black stork,
white stork, Eurasian spoonbill,
whiskered tern, barn owl, European
bee-eater, corn crake, black tern,
screech owl, black-tailed godwit,
common redshank, little bittern,
white-tailed eagle, purple heron,
black-winged stilt). Amongst the other
protected species there are mammals,
reptiles, amphibians, insects and plants.

THE NATURE CONSERVATION
AREA CONSISTS OF
EIGHT SECTIONS
(SEE SKETCH MAP).
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The wooded plant community
characteristic of the nature conservation
area is the willow-poplar fringe forest,
whose aging population has been
preserved primarily along the rivers and
ditches. The shoreline grape and hop
vines that climb the trees, the water
dripping from the trees in the
warmth of summer and the thick layer of
moss covering the ground and the fallen
trees gives the feeling of walking in a
rainforest. Protected plants also
live on the sides of ditches, such as
the summer snowflake and the
autumn ox-eye (pontain-pannonian
species). The forests, which are part of
the NATURA 2000 network, also provide
a home for numerous species of birds of
prey and songbirds.
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The most valuable habitats in the
protected area are the oxbow lakes,
which perhaps best preserve the
former appearance of the landscape.
On the surface of the oxbow lakes,
water chestnut and salvinia can be
seen. The entire area is a part of
the Tisza Valley green corridor, so
it does not only have domestic, but
international significance as well.
This is due to the fact that it
connects areas with different
climates, and therefore differing
wildlife and international migratory
routes go over it. During the autumn
and spring migrations, flocks of
cranes and bean geese
fly over the area.
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The protected plant of the side of
the dike is the clematis integrifolia,
which flowers en masse especially
along the Körös. The flood-plain
meadows are also valuable habitats.
On the Belső-Ellés shore cultural/
historical and natural assets
complement one another well.
It was here, after all,
that archaeologists unearthed
a Benedictine monastery from
the 11th century, which was a part
of the former village.

The Csongád-Körös Hollow tour
route was developed to show
the Csongrád Nagyréti Nature
Conservation Area, which is
26,7 km long. 6 rest stations
and information boards serve
the visitors. By appointment field
programmes and guided tours
(observation and classification of
floodplain forests’, oxbow lakes’,
meadow’s flora and fauna, taking
photos, determining the age of
trees, measuring the level of water
pollution) can be asked for.
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THE GYÖRFÖS
FOREST
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The Györfös forest is situated on the
right bank of the Tisza, northward
from the wooden bridge, between
the bridge and the Artist’s Colony.
It is part of the NATURA 2000
network, where besides the softwood fringe forests oak, ash, and elm
forest patches follow by one another.
The area has a rich bird population
and the highly protected black stork
nests and broods here too.
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THE MOUTH OF
THE KÖRÖS

We reach the Mouth of the Körös, from
east of the wooden bridge, on the
Tisza-dike, where in the summer during
low water levels a hundreds-of-metres
long sandy beach reminiscent of the
seashore greets visitors here. The Mouth
of the Körös welcomes those arriving
here with a marvellous panorama in every
season. The locally protected Csongrád
Nagyréti Nature Conservation Area begins
opposite, at the left bank of the Tisza,
and the right bank of the Körös.
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SERHÁZ-ZUGI
OXBOW LAKE
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The oxbow lake consisting of three
parts (Serház-zugi Holt-Tisza,
Arany-szigeti Holt-Tisza, György-víz)
is a popular fishing place, but
in the shore reeds, and in the
Arany-sziget forest, we can observe
many protected bird species.
The eastern reedy-marshy part
(ex lege protected territory) of
the Arany-szigeti Holt-Tisza has an
especially rich bird population - the
western marsh harrier nestles and
broods here as well. A rare plant
species – the marsh fern – lives at
the edge of the reed patches.
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BOKROS
FLATS

The Bokros Flats are located on
the right bank of the Tisza, 1 km
northeast of Bokros, and 8 km
northwest from Csongrád. The flats
stretch on the northwest-southeast
axis for 5 km, with an average
width of 1.5 km. The Bokros Flats
stretching from Lakitelek to Bokros
are the southernmost portion of
the Bokros-Alpári catchment basin
depression. In regional geography it
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belongs to the Southern Tisza Valley
micro-region. The Bokros-vineyard
hill rising 8-10 metres above the
flood plain forms the border of the
flats in a semi-circular path to the
west and south, and is the so-called
Pilis-Alpári Homokhát micro-region’s
southernmost spur.
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THE BOKROS
FLATS
CONSIST
OF SEVEN
SECTIONS.

The Bokros Flats are not just
a simple patch of grass, but a mosaic
of flood plain grasses, alkaline flats,
oxbow lakes, plains and soft-wood
fringe forests, which have preserved
countless natural features of
the Tisza River landscape’s primeval
condition and varied wildlife from
before the regulation of the river.
The real curiosities of the Bokros
Flats are the naturally created oxbow
lakes. In the shoreline zonation beds
of reeds and narrow leaf cattails are
primarily dominant. On the surface
of the Háromág Oxbow Lake the
protected fringed water lily produces
a yellow floral carpet. At the lower
end of this oxbow lake there are at
times multitudes of the protected
water caltrops, floating ferns and white
water roses. The Csongrád Municipal
Association of Environment and
Nature Conservationists discovered
the protected marsiela quadrifolia in
the shoreline zone, this plant species
has not been found anywhere else
in the territory of
the Kiskunság
National Park.

(SEE SKETCH MAP).
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1. BÚZÁS (OXBOW LAKE)
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2. KABZATELEK (OXBOW LAKE)
3. HÁROMÁG (OXBOW LAKE)
4. SMALL-BOKROS
5. LARGE-BOKROS-FLATS
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6. HOMOK-HALOM (TUMULUS)
7. BOKROS-RESERVOIR
8. GYÓJA DEAD TISZA
(it is not a part of the flats)
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The tumulus built out of the loess material
of Homok Mound is one of the final refuges
in the Csongrád area of the loess bluff plant
community, which is dominated by crested
wheat grass. Dr. László Tari also uncovered
the ruins of a church and cemetery from
the Age of the Árpáds near the mound. The
geodesic tower built on the flattened top
of the mound has a good view of the entire
plain, the Bokros-vineyard Hill and the
Tiszazug region – it is currently in need of
renovation, so it cannot be visited.
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117 protected species of bird can be found
on the Bokros Flats, 26 of which are highly
protected (Bod, P. 1997, 1999, 2000,
2001 and Deák, J. Á. 1993-2001)
The flats are a part of the Tisza Valley
green corridor where international
migratory routes lead from Northern
Europe to the Mediterranean.
The flats are a part of the NATURA 2000
network, under which the Kiskunság
National Park Administration implemented
a program for the rehabilitation of the
wetland habitats.
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KÓNYA-SZÉK PLAIN
This protected natural territory
bearing national significance belongs
to the Kiskunság National Park.
On the eastern half of the ridge
between the Danube and Tisza
rivers we find a plain of loess and
alluvial fan covered with sand, with
periodically flooded alkaline flats
between the gently sloping ridges.
One of these is the 485-hectare
Csongrád Kónya-szék that has been
protected since 1988. At the end of
the 19th century the construction of
the railroad line between Csongrád
and Kiskunfélegyháza fundamentally
altered the face of the region. The
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railroad split the formerly unified area
into two parts, altering the movement
of surface waters as well. Despite
this, significant bodies of water
accumulate in certain parts of the
Kónya-szék Plain in spring. The drying
– fresh in the early spring – lakebed
of Kónya-szék is in fact part of the
the ice-age Danube beds of the Vidre
Brook water system. The vegetation
in the area of the lakes presents the
customary look of alkaline flats. The
ridge areas are separated from the
barren alkaline flats by alkaline berms.
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The large barren alkaline
patches are connected by alkaline
streams and alkalinemarshes,
where a few salt-tolerant plants
struggle for survival. Formerly
water remained on these flats
until the middle of the summer.
If enough precipitation falls in
autumn and winter the alkaline flats
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fill with water by spring, and
we can meet large flocks of
shore birds (Limicola – broad-billed
sandpipers) on the plains.
So far, 84 bird species have been
observed on these areas
wedged between arable fields.
In contrast to the shorebirds
the European rollers arriving from

Africa in the beginning of May only
come here to feed. The plains do
not completely quiet down in winter
either. In addition to buzzards hunting
for voles, we can also see smaller
flocks of partridges looking for food.

Text:
Dr. József Áron Deák,
József Deák, Zoltán Vajda
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József Deák, Péter Őze (black stork)
Maps:
Dr. József Áron Deák
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Csongrád Municipal Association
of Environment and Nature
Conservationists
H-6640 Csongrád, Szentesi Street 1
Mailing address: 6640 Csongrád, Pf. 123
+36-30/632-7275
kornyezetvedok@csongrad.hu

Tourinform Csongrád
H-6640 Csongrád,
Szentháromság Square 8
+36-63/570-325
csongrad@tourinform.hu
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